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In pharmaceutical R&D, the need is to discover, to understand, and to an extent to predict, novel therapeutic agents and their underlying mechanisms of action. This is pursued at several different levels of description, from the molecular and cellular to the whole organism and population level; at several different spatial and temporal scales; and in different yet overlapping conceptual spaces of biology, physics, chemistry, medicine, pharmacology, engineering, information science, and business.

Increasingly, models and simulations are used to organize and manage information, to explore and mine the implicit relationships and patterns, and to carry out in silico experiments. Yet, information necessary for modeling and analysis, e.g., values of parameters or topology of relationships, is usually not directly available, it needs to be extracted from multiple sources and meaningfully integrated. Consequently, the demand on information integration is huge and growing.

The criticality of pragmatic solutions to efficient information integration, standards-based application interoperability, and implementation-independent representation of information (including metadata) is not specific to life sciences. Many other domains face at least comparable challenges of:
·	huge volumes of structured and un- or semi- structured data, 
·	very large size and complexity of ontologies
·	problems with object identity (ambiguity of names)
·	very large numbers of applicable algorithms and implemented components or applications
·	the fact that many properties and relationships are context-dependent (extrinsic)
·	dynamic growth at the data instance level, as well as meta-levels (new facts, concepts, properties, categories, etc. are being introduced into the universe of discourse)
·	heterogeneity at both the syntactic and semantic levels of representation
·	uncertainty and inconsistency, due to missing or misrepresented information; and/or un-coordinated and uneven propagation of change; and/or incompatibility of context or logic during the integration of data elements or computational methods

It is perhaps unique to life sciences that all of these challenges are present and significant at the same time. For example, physical sciences or the financial industry may deal with much higher volumes and dynamics of proper data, but the size, complexity and dynamics of the corresponding conceptual spaces is quite low. 

Although we don't have a satisfactory solution yet, there are many excellent partial solutions to all of these challenges. These include database warehouses and federations, middleware mediators and brokers, searchable indexes, etc. The implementations differ substantially in their strategies and the syntax of representation. However, they are much more homogeneous, in their abstract strategies and concrete representations, on the semantic level. They are based on either equivalent or at least very similar and compatible semantics of:
·	identifiable and addressable elements (categories, concepts, properties, entities, ontological relationships), 
·	abstract time and space locations, measures and relationships,
·	reference to the real world, including shared abstractions
·	create, edit, rename, and delete transaction semantics
·	action semantics of computation; the notion of computation as an abstract symbolic automaton
·	action semantics of workflows; workflow as a generalization of computation
·	action semantics of user interfaces (command lines, GUIs, APIs)
·	etc.

Thus, unifying the plethora of syntactically different solutions by reduction to a common system of semantic primitives becomes increasingly more feasible and attractive. 

We can see this on systems that use semantic technologies for information management in biology, chemistry, pharmacology, medicine, etc. These systems support the decision making of scientists in their respective disciplines, and sometimes on the interfaces between two or more scientific disciplines. 

Yet, the decision makers at the level of portfolio managers and higher need to make informed decisions across the boundaries of several scientific, technological and business domains. That makes the problem of semantic and syntactic unification even harder. 

The difficulties are high, but high are also the opportunities. A rational framework for adaptive, empirical, model-based constrained portfolio optimization with multidimensional and multi-semantic objective functions, under uncertainty, resource limitations, would be a highly valued tool in the drug discovery industry. 

All the theoretical elements are in place today (e.g., operations research, econometrics, systems theory, dynamical systems, machine learning and model building, etc.). What we miss are the practical tools for large-scale semantic unification and semantics-driven integration and interoperability.
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